Ian Percy challenges and inspires corporate and association audiences in
numerous industries around the world to Focus on the Possibilities. Only three
things, he says, will lift your organization to the levels of passion, purpose and
profitability you're looking for: 1) a focus on what is possible instead of old style
reactive problem-solving; 2) releasing the incredible energy hidden throughout
your organization; and 3) aligning that energy toward your highest possibilities.
When your organization gets those three conditions right you will almost
effortlessly achieve so much more of what you're looking for. He is the one
keynote speaker and consultant who can engage your teams in experiencing all
three dimensions to create a whole new reality for your organization.
Few speakers unite and ignite an audience like Ian. His ability to blend depth of
insight with uplifting inspiration is unmatched. That 's why Successful Meetings
magazine declared him "One of the top 21 speakers for the 21 speakers for the 21st
century." It's also why he has the rare honor of being inducted into both the US
and Canadian Speaker Halls of Fame.
While each presentation is customized for the specific situation, there is one
central intention to Ian's work captured in just three words: Possibilities, Energy
Alignment. This is the three-legged stool of sustainable success in today's
uncertain and fear-driven marketplace.
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An organizational psychologist, Ian is the creator of The Infinite Possibilities
Initiative, a process that applies proven principles from quantum and energetic
science to system-wide transformation. "Everything that will ever be possible is
already possible!" he says. "On some level we all know we're meant for greater
things...

Testimonials
I have never seen the total audience embrace a speaker as they did you.
- Promus Hotel Corporation.

I was looking for a professional to help my group become a high-performing
‘out of the box’ executive team. Ian brings home the truth that there is no
organizational transformation until there is serious personal transformation.
- Aetna.
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